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ABSTRACT 
We give a canonical form for the double cosets of I = SL(r + s, Z) with respect 
to the congruence subgroup IJn; r, s) with r = s, and determine the number of the 
double cosets. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In 1988, Professor Morris Newman introduced a new two-sided equiva- 
lence on m x m integral matrices with respect to congruence subgroups of 
r = SL(m, Z), which was intended to generalize the Smith normal-form 
theorem [8]. In 1990, the first author, in [2], gave a complete double-coset 
decomposition for r = SL(2, Z) with respect to the congruence subgroup 
T,(n; r = s = 1) (with a minor correction later on). Recently, she extended 
the result, in [3], to the general case of r = Sum; Z> with r z s and 
r + s = m. This paper is mainly to complete the general result by solving the 
case of r = s. In this case, the method used in [3] for n = p” cannot offer 
enough room in the “transforming” matrices to insert necessary entries in 
order to fit in the situations of the case of r # s. To overcome this, quadratic 
residues mod p are brought in to solve the matrix difficulty, so that the 
nurnber of double cosets increases over the case of r z s and their canonical 
form is different; hence so for the general n. In deriving the formulas for the 
number of double cosets, we are involved with some interesting combina- 
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tories; in particular, to specialize the general formula to that of the case of 
r = s = 1 we require a technical combinatorial computation (Corollary 1). In 
Section 2, the results are summarized which are needed throughout this 
paper. In Section 3, the main theorems are stated and proved. 
2. PRELIMINARIES 
Let F be the special linear group SL(m, Z), and (r, s> be a pair of 
positive integers such that r + s = m. The congruence subgroup T,(n; r, s) 
is defined as follows: 
r,( n; r, s) = k-l-1 ; ; E~:AEM,(Z),BEM,,,(Z),C~M,,,(Z), 
D~M,(Z),andC=Omodnentrywise . 
I 
For X, Y E F, we say that X is equivalent to Y with respect to T,,(n; T, s), 
denoted by X -r Y w.r.t. F,(n; r, s>, if there are U and V in F&n; r, s) such 
that X = UYV. This relation is an equivalence relation, and the equivalence 
classes are called double cosets of I with respect to I?,(n; t-, s). We are 
concerned with finding a canonical form of double cosets of I w.r.t. F,(n; r, s) 
and with counting the number of inequivalent double cosets. 
The following results, which go back to [3], play key roles in this paper. 
RESULT 1. Let the prime power decomposition for n be II,“= 1 pft. Then 
A - B w.r.t. I’,(n) qand only $A - B w.r.t. r,(pfi) for all i < N. 
Result 1 says that for a general n we need only to check equivalence for 
each pfg. Hence, it is important to find the canonical form for each ~~“1 in 
order to establish equivalence for the general n. 
RESULT 2. For X E M,, ,.(Z>, let 
W(X)= ; ‘:. [ I 
IfX = Y mod n, then W(X) N W(Y) w.r.t. To(n; r, s). 
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RESULT 3. Each A in r is equivalent to W(X) for some s X r integral 
matrix X. Moreover, X can be chosen to have zero entries (mod n) except 
possibly (i, i) entries (i c min{r, s]), and these nonzero (i, i) entries of X can 
be arranged in consecutive order. 
Result 3 suggests that W(X) is an ideal candidate for the canonical form. 
Result 2 shows that nonzero entries of X can be taken as residues mod n. We 
let rank(X, n) denote the number of nonzero (i, i) entries of X mod n in 
Result 3, and write W(X) as W({xl, x2,. . . , x,1), where xi (1 < i < k) is the 
nonzero (i, i) entry of X and k = rank(X, n). 
RESULT 4. If rank(X; n) # rank(Y; n), then W(X) +- W(Y) w.r.t 
r,<n; r, s). 
Result 4 shows that we can classify W(XYs only by rank(X, n>. Here we 
let D(n: r, s) be the number of double cosets for I’ w.r.t. r&n; r, s), and 
D(n; r, s, k) be the number of double cosets of I- w.r.t. I’a(n; r, s) with 
rank(X, n) = k. For proofs of the above results we refer the reader to [3]. In 
the proof of Result 3, we applied the Smith normal-form theorem to reduce 
X to diagonal form; however, under the congruence operation, the dividing 
relation between nonzero entries in the Smith normal form will no longer 
hold. 
3. MAIN RESULTS 
THEOREM 1. Let p be a prim, and (r, .E) be a pair of fixed positive 
integers with y = min{r, s}. Then: 
(I) one has [3, Theorem 4 
D( p”; ?- z s) = e+y 
i I Y ’ 
and a set of representatives can be (I} U {W({ pfl, ~~2,. . . , p”k)): 0 < t, < 
t, < *a* <tk<e-landl<k<y}. 
(II) One has 
D( p”; r = s) = (erfr) + (e+;-2); 
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and a set of representatives can be {I) U {W({ptl, p**, . . . , ~‘~1): 0 d t, < 
t, =s **. < t, < e - 1 and 1 Q k < r} U {W({&“, pt2,. . . , p”)): 1 =G 
t, =G t, < ... g t, G e - 1; /3 is a fixed quadratic nonresidue mod p}. 
(III) One has 
O(2”; r, s) = e+y 
i 1 Y ’ 
and a set of representative can be {I) U (W({Z’l, 2’2,. . . , 2tk)): 0 < t, < 
t, Q ..* =g tk < e - 1 and 1 < k < y}. 
Proof. For completeness, we copy down the proof of (I) given in [31. If 
x z Omod p”, then x = apt with ((w, p) = 1 and 0 < t < e - 1. 
(I): If r # s, say r < s, and rank(X; p”> = k Q r, then 
W(X) = w({x, )..., XJ) - W({c+ F...) %Pfk])> 
with 0 Q t, < t, < ..a < t, < e, and the ai’s are relatively prime to p. Let 
(6 ffj)-lJ>...>l); 
then 
w((t+‘, (Y& ,..., (Ykptk})-l~({p’l, pt2 ,..., p”‘}) E &( p”). 
Hence W({a,ptl, azptz,. . ., akpfk)) * W({pt’, ptz, . . . . p”)>. Now, We 
show that if k-tuples (sl, s2,. . . , Sk) and (tl. t,, . . . , tk), with s1 Q s2 G 
*** < Sk and t, f t, < *** < tk are not equal, then W({p”l, pSz, . , . , pSkI) is 
not equivalent to WC{ pfl, p’“, . . . , ptk}>. Let h be the smallest positive 
integer (< k) such that sh # th, Say sh < t,. kt 
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where A = [aij] E M,(Z), B = [bijl E M,,,(Z), and D = [di,] E M,(Z). 
Then W({p”l, ~$2, . . . , p”‘})-‘UW({ ptl, pt”, . . . , p”k)) E T&p”) if and only 
if the following conditions hold: 
(i> det A det D = 1 mod p”, 
(ii) ps~aij = p’jd,, - p 
(iii> pSlaij = Omod p”, 
Si+tjb,j mod pe for 1 < i, j Q k, 
l<i,<k,k+l<j<r,and 
(iv) ptjdi, = Omod p”, k+l<i<s,l<j<k. 
(ii> implies that ajj = ptj - sidij - bijptl = Omod p if i < h Q j. The 
matrix A is then partitioned into 
where A’ E Mh_l(Z) and the first row of A” is a zero row (mod p). 
Therefore, det A = 0 mod p, which contradicts condition (il. Thus, the 
number of distinct double cosets with rank k is 
(e+“k-‘), 
and 
D(pe;r#s)=l+ i Je+,-I) =(e?)* 
(II): Suppose r = s and p is an odd prime. If rank(X; p”) = k < r, then 
the conclusion and its proof are the same as in case (I). If rank(X; p”> = r, 
we have, inheriting the notation in (I): 
(1) If l-l;= 1 cq is a quadratic residue mod p, then 
W({pf5 p”,..., p~,))-luw({fqpt~, cQptY**, qq E rot P”)> 
where U = diag(cy,d,, azd2,. . ., a,d,, d,, d,, . . . , d,) and <l’l[=, di12 G 
(II:,, cq)-l mod p”, and if (sr, aa,. . . , s,.) z (tl. t,, . . . , t,), then we can 
prove, as in (I), that W({p”l, ~“2,. . . , p”r}> + W({pfl, ~‘2,. . . , p’r}). 
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(2) If rl;= 1 cq is a quadratic nonresidue mod p, then 
for some fixed quadratic nonresidue p. Here, 
u = diag( PA’cuid,, a2d,,..., a,d,.,dl,c&,...,d,.) 
and (l-l;,, dJ2 = pO-I;=I q-l mod p”. From the argument, it’s easy to see 
that the above equivalence still holds if /3 is attached to any other pfi. 
Furthermore, if 0 = t, = 0.. = t, < th+l < **. < t, for some h 
(1 < h < r), then 
w({a,, . . . . (Y,,, (Yh+lpth+’ ,..., a,+}) - w({l,--> l, pth+l,‘**> p”?})J 
for W({ /31,. , . , 1, pth+l,. . . , pt~.))-‘UW({l,. . . , 1, pth+l,. . . , p”?)) E r,( p”), 
where 
1, B u= 0 [ 1 z r 
and B = diag( P-r - IO,. . . , 0). Next we show various inequivalent 
situations: 
(2.1) w(Ipp”‘, P”“, . . . , p”4 is not equivalent to W({ ptl, pt2,. . . , ptr]) for 
any pairs of r-tuples (si, s2,. . . , s,> and (t,, t,, . . . , t,>, with si Q ss < *** f 
s, < e and t, < t, =G a** t, < e, except the case of .sl = tj for all i and 
t, = 0. For this we consider two cases: First, suppose si = ti for all i and 
ti z 0. Clearly the distribution of the values of t, is as follows: 
1 < t, = *-- = thl < $,,+I = *** = th,+h, < “- ’ th,+h,+-.+h,_,+l 
= . . . = t 
h,+h,+.+h,> 
where 1 < h,, 0 < h, (2 < m < q), and h, + h, + *** +h, = t. Then 
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if and only if the following conditions hold: (i) det A det D = 1 mod p”; (ii) 
PPtr qj = P'J~,~ - p tl+'~blj mod p”; (iii) ptluij E pt,dij - p’l+tjbij mod p” 
for 2 < i < r and j < r. But (ii) and (iii) force A and D to be lower and 
upper block triangular matrices (mod p), respectively, with the following 
properties: (a) they have CJ diagonal blocks; (b) the mth diagonal blocks of A 
and D (from the top) have size h, x h, (1 < m < q); (c) in the first 
diagonal block of D, dlj = /3alj and dij = aij (mod p) for the rest of the 
entries, and in the remaining diagonal blocks of D, dij = aij. Hence 
det D = /3 det A and det A det D = p(det A)“, which can never be 
I mod p’, since p is a quadratic nonresidue mod p. Thus inequivalence 
follows. Secondly, if (si, sp, . . . , s,) f (t,, t,, . . . , t,}, the argument is similar 
to that in (I). 
(2.2) Likewise, if (si, s2,. . . , sr) z (t,, t,, . . . , t,), with s, < sp < ... < S, 
and t, < t, < -.a < t,, then 
W({ Pp”‘, p”, . . .) P”}) + W((p’l, pf2,. ..> pq. 
Therefore, 
D( p’; r = s) 
= D( p’; r, r -I- 1) 
+[numberofdistinctclassesoftype W({Pp”, p”,..., p”}) 
with 1 < t, < te < ... < t, < e] 
= (e;r) + (e+;-2). 
(III): Suppose r- = s and p = 2. There is no quadratic nonresidue mod2; 
hence the conclusion is the same as in (1) of (II). Thus, 
D(2’: r, s) = 1 + i Je+kk- l)= ie:‘)- ??
THEOREM 2 [3, Theorem 51. Let n = I’I;“l 1 pL?c, and r, s he distinct 
fixed positive integers with y = min{r, s). Then 
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In the proof of this theorem, we define an index matrix of W(X) as 
follows: Suppose rank(X; n) = k and W(X) = W({x,, x2,. . . , x,)1. For each 
j < k, we have xj s oijp,Sij mod pfd for all i Q N, where ( oif, pi) = 1, 
0 =G sif =G e,, and 0 < Cy= 1 sij < C,“, 1 e,. From Theorem 1, we have 
W(X) N W({oi, plsil, oi2 rsd2, . . . , qk p,Sik}) - W({ plsil, P:‘~, . . . , psi&}) 
index matrix E(X) = [s..:’ 
w.r.t 
I’& pfi) for all i Q N. Thus, with each W(X) there is associated an N X k 
‘I * 
THEOREM 3. Let pi be distinct odd primes. Then 
where 
d, = c (ni”‘:‘).r$ y-)). 
lCi,<i*< ... <i,<N i=i, 
Proof. If rank(X; n) = k < r, then rank(X; pfi) < k < r. Since k < r, 
we are facing a situation similar to that of r < s; hence we have 
D(fipfg;r=s;k) =fi(eilk) - (“EILi_:-l). 
Thus, we only need to compute the number of inequivalent W(XYs with 
rank(X; n) = r. Now, let W(X) = W({x,, . . . , x,.)> with xj E 
oij p,Sv mod pfl for all i f N, j < r, where ((Y,, pi) = 1 and_0 < siJ < e,. As 
in Theorem 2, there is an N X (r + 1) sign-index matrix E(X) associated 
with this X, of which its first column is the sign column, denoted by 
El 
S(X) = :” ) I:1 EN 
where ei = 1 if l3J,, oyv is a quadratic residue mod pi or if nJ, 1 aif is a 
quadratic nonresidue mod pi and there is a j such that sij E (0, ei}; other- 
wise, ei = Pi, the fmed quadratic nonresidue mod pi. The remaining N X r 
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submatrix is just the index matrix [sij] = E(X). Let 2 be the set of these 
sign-index matrices and &, = (i(X) E Z : 0 6 C,y= i sij < C,“= i e, for all 
j < r). We then define an equivalence relation on C and &, as follows: 
I?(X) N E(Y) if and only if S(X) = S(Y > and each row of E(X) is a 
permutation of the corresponding row of E(Y 1. 
If Ei = **a = EN = 1, then there are D<n,?=, p’~; r, T + 1; r) such 
classes. Otherwise, let d, be the number of equivalence classes of C, with 
m of the ei’s distinct from 1. By Theorem 2, we know that ei = pi only if 
(‘il >s,p>...> sir} is an r-combination of 11, . . . , e, - 1) with repetition. Hence, 
if 
1 
1 
S(X) # . 
il 
> 
i 
then I?(X) E &,. Suppose that i, < i, < .-. < i,, < N and ??i, # 1 for 
j Q m; then there are 
n( j=i 
1 
ei+~m2).i~(ei~r) 
distinct classes with this property, for if i # i, , i,, . . . , i,, then 0 < si j < e, 
for all j Q r. Totally, 
d, = 
Therefore, we have the desired formula. ??
According to the proof of Theorem 3, a set of double-coset representa- 
tives has actually been determined. Indeed, an index matrix of W(X) can be 
seen as a canonical double-coset representative. 
COROLLARY 1 [2, Lemma 1.51. If r = SL(2, Z>, 
D fip;yr=s = 1
i=l 
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Proof. By Theorem 3, we have 
-1 
m=l 
l&N= {1,2,..., N} and S c M; then 
N 
npel;r=s=l 
i=l ) 
= ,f;,~~‘ei - lIir$ei + 1) 
= AFH s$A ( -2)‘A’ ig Cei + l) 
= 2N C (-l)IA’ fl(ei + 1) 
ACJV iOA 
=2Ntfilei 
= j$ 2e,. m 
THEOREM 4. Let pi be distinct odd primes. Then 
+$o{(el:r) - (elitL ‘))*D(fip:l:r=s:r-k). 
where 
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and D(I’I,“!~, pfa; r = s; r - k), a.s defined in 
GROUP 
Theorem 3, is equal to 
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e,+r-k CEJz2ei+r-k- 1 
r- k r-k-l ) 
if k#O, 
and is equal to 
,$ei:r) - (Ezz:i’:-‘) + ;c;d,,, $ k=O. 
Proof. It suffices to consider the case wh_en rank(X; 2”’ nIi”, 2 ~‘1) = r. 
Here, we still consider the sign-index matrix E( X >. However, the sign E for 
2”’ is always 1. If rank(X;2”1) = k, then rank(X;lJ,?_z p”l> 2 r - k and 
there are 
(el+:-l)* 6 D(fipf~:r=r:jj 
j-r-k 
such classes. So totally, 
= $o((elTr) - (‘ll”, ‘)).D(fipf~;r=s;r-k). 
??
By Theorem 4 and Corollary 1, one can easily derive the following 
corollary: 
COROLLARY 2 [2, Theorem 51. Zf r = SL(2, Z> and p, are distinct odd 
primes, then 
D 
( 
2"~ fi pfl; r = s = 1 
) 
= (1 + e,) fi 2e,. 
i=2 i=2 
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COROLLARY 3 [3, Theorem 3). If n = I-I,“, 1 pi, where pi are distinct 
prims (not necessarily odd), then 
where y = min{r, s). 
The authors’ sincere thanks go to both Professor Morris Newman and 
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